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Whether you’re hustling through errands, sweating

at the gym, relaxing at home, or a mix of all three,

let your performance wear work for you.

Introducing knitwear that utilizes cotton and

cotton blends to provide added comfort and

performance.

Cotton Incorporated has collaborated with

leading equipment and sweater

manufacturers to offer the ultimate comfort

and performance for cotton knitwear.  From 

minimal seams to no seams at all, these

knitwear collections are designed to inspire

your own creativity and demonstrate the

possibilities with cotton knitwear. 



These unique constructions for cotton knitwear combined with enhanced

technology create the ultimate performance knit.  Cotton performance

technologies can be added to the garment or to the yarn in specific zones

to create the perfect knit for even the toughest challenges. 



Shima Seiki U.S.A. Inc.’s revolutionary

WHOLEGARMENT®  knitwear is produced in one

entire piece, three-dimensionally, directly on the

knitting machine.  Garments require little to no

sewing, saving time, money and waste.  The

seam-free construction of WHOLEGARMENT®

products produce the ideal comfort and 

consistency in fit for knitwear.  



Stoll America’s flat bed knitting machines produce fully

fashioned garment pieces using inverse plaiting techniques.  The

garment shape is achieved on the knitting machine as each piece is 

knitted with no raw edges.  Pieces are sewn using linking or cup

seaming to create a comfortable knit for active lifestyles.



Using a unique circular knit machine, seamless garment 

technology is available for cotton.  The technology produces 

the entire garment on the machine with no assembly or 

linking required.  The elimination of seams reduces chafing,

improves range of motion and allows the cotton fabric to 

conform to the shape of the body.  Seamless technology also

offers unique design capabilities to incorporate performance

features like moisture wicking yarns and ventilation through

construction.


